ASG GSC Bill 3  
2015-2016

A BILL TO AMEND THE GSC’S STANDING RULES

Author(s): Frankc Berlanga Medina, GSC Parliamentarian; Mark Nabors, GSC Secretary  
Sponsor(s): Scout Johnson, GSC Speaker

§1 Purpose  
The purpose of this Bill is to include formatting guidelines for Joint Resolutions and Bills within GSC's Standing Rules for the 2015-2016 academic year.

§2 Legislation  
Appendix A of this Bill will be added to ASG GSC's Standing Rules as Appendix C: Joint Legislation Template

Official Use Only

Amendments: ________________________________

Vote Count: Aye _______ Nay _______ Abstentions _______

Legislation Status: Passed ______ Failed ______ Other ______

___________________________ __________________
Scout Johnson, ASG GSC Speaker  Date

___________________________ __________________
Tanner Bone, ASG President  Date
Appendix A: Joint Legislation Template

**Associated Student Government**
*University of Arkansas*

*ASG Joint Bill or Resolution No. XX*
   Author(s):
   Sponsor(s):

**The XX Act of [Year] or A Resolution to Support...**

1. Whereas, The first clause happens here, which sets the stage and context for the legislation; and (notice the punctuation and the “and”)
2. Whereas, The second clause also sets the stage; and
3. Whereas, The author(s) may have any number of clauses; then (notice how the word after the punctuation changed)
4. Be it therefore resolved: Some vital, thought-provoking idea occurs here; and (notice the punctuation and the “and”)
5. Be it further resolved: Additional ideas emerge from within the legislation inspiring fellow Senators to change the world in which they live; and
   (“notice the “further”)
6. Be it further resolved: The legislation finishes with another idea that leaves Senators in awe at the sheer literary excellence that is the piece of legislation. (Notice how the punctuation changed for the ending)

____________________________________

**Official Use Only**

Amendments: __________________________________________________________________________

Vote Count: Aye ________  Nay ________  Abstentions ________
Legislation Status: Passed _____  Failed _____  Other _________

Jace Motley, ASG Chair of the Senate

Scout Johnson, GSC Speaker

Tanner Bone, ASG President